How do the new COVID-19 vaccines work? 

Large-scale surveillance of coronavirus variants launched in Bay Area

Stanford researchers pioneer nanoparticle vaccine for COVID-19

COVID-19-therapy affects how the body makes antibodies targeting crucial virus protein, study finds

Are you a recovered COVID-19 patient? If so, you may qualify to participate in Stanford’s Convalescent Plasma Donation Program.

The Stanford Blood Center urges those who are healthy, and who haven’t been in contact with someone who has COVID-19, to make urgently needed blood donations.

Reducing falls for older adults: What’s different during the pandemic?
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Research Center. Stanford physician and economist Kevin Schulman suggests that about 60% of Americans are willing to be vaccinated, according to the Pew Research Center. However, COVID-19 vaccination rates must reach 80% to achieve herd immunity, but only about 20% of Americans have been fully vaccinated so far.

The transfers occurred as part of a mutual aid agreement among local and regional hospitals as COVID-19 cases surge.
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The latest on COVID-19 vaccine availability at SHC

Reduction in hospital deaths: 1 in 200,000

Stanford Medicine Leaders and Faculty in the News

One study analyzed data from hundreds of thousands of COVID-19 patients in four states and found that 99.94% of those who died had pre-existing conditions.

Wired

Why kids matter in the quest to stamp out COVID-19

This final post in the Reducing Falls For Older Adults series offers tips for avoiding falls in people 65 and older.

President Marc Tessier-Lavigne, Provost Persis Drell, and Medical School Dean Lloyd Minor brought the campus community up to date with news of the university’s adjustments to the continuing COVID-19 pandemic.
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The latest information on our current vaccination activities for approved COVID-19 vaccines is available at the Vaccine Distribution Center.
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